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It is a truism that in the study of international organizations the academic 
disciplines of law and politics hardly ever meet. We share an interest in in-
ternational organizations (or in fact in international organization), but we re-
main interested in different questions. The result is reflected in the fact that we 
publish in different journals and participate in different conferences. Almost 
everyone will know the experience of being the only lawyer in a room full of 
political scientists (or vice versa): one can bring in arguments from one’s own 
disciplinary debates, but the arguments often never really fit into the ongoing 
discussion and the contribution is to be embedded in a number of disclaimers 
and, if possible, a joke to at least be accepted as a fellow human being.

Yet, it remains important to try and make use of the findings of political 
science (as it obviously makes sense for political scientists to understand the 
legal framework of their topic of study). In 2015, Kenneth Abbott published 
a collection of 67 articles written between 1944 and 2014 by different leading 
authors on the law and politics of international organizations to reveal “the de-
gree to which the activities and even the law of international organizations are 
embedded in politics”.1 Indeed, the topic of law and politics in international 
organizations is far from new.

In a way, the book under review here serves as a test case to see to what 
 extent the topics that are analysed relate to ongoing discussions in the law of 
international organizations. The author of the book is indeed a political scien-
tist, but the topic—the role of international organizations in military affairs—
certainly resonates in legal academic circles. Hence, this review is different 
from most others: it does not aim at assessing the quality of the book as such 
(as, after all, your reviewer would have to be a political scientist to make a fair 
assessment); rather it will try and identify themes and approaches that may be 
relevant for the study of international institutional law.

To start with, and interestingly enough, the book is largely about institu-
tionalisation. Institutionalisation of planning processes for instance, the role 
of international secretariats, and the relation between member states and 
the organization. The main question is phrased as follows: how do the mem-
ber states of international organizations control international secretariats in the 
area of military affairs? The role and position of member states in international 

1 Kenneth W. Abbott (ed), The Law and Politics of International Organizations (Edward Elgar 
Publishing, 2015).
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 organizations is a recurring theme in the law of international organizations, 
usually on the basis of the notion that member states are both part of the orga-
nization’s institutional set-up but can also be separated as distinct (sovereign, 
if one prefers) legal entities. The focus on secretariats (rather than on councils 
with member states’ representatives) in this book is crucial for one of its main 
findings: member states wish to exert control over the secretariats, but they 
largely disagree as to the way in which this should be realised. The background 
is formed by something that is also not unfamiliar to students of international 
institutional law: secretariats best represent the organization’s autonomy and 
are therefore well-equipped to deal with issues that should not depend too 
much on states’ individual preferences. They provide stability and continuity, 
reduce transaction costs and are able to build-up expertise. At the same time, 
and in particular in relation to sensitive military affairs, member states do not 
easily give up control and have a tendency to develop oversight mechanisms to 
control the activities of secretariats.

In six case studies, empirical data is gathered to shed more light on the con-
trol member states exert over secretariats of three key security organizations: 
the un, nato and the eu. Under the heading ‘The politics of institutional 
development’, three case studies deal with the United Nations Department 
of Peacekeeping Operations (‘dpko’), the nato International Staff, and the  
European External Action Service (‘eeas’). Another three cases (‘The politics of 
military mandates’) address the United Nations mission in South Sudan, nato 
Operation Unified Protector in Libya, and the eu anti-piracy operations off the 
coast of Somalia. The case studies reveal that “control mechanisms are omni-
present and almost permanently on the minds of the member states. Often-
times member states are so anxious about potential agency loss that they avoid 
delegation altogether or keep secretariat officials out of critical parts of the 
policy process”.2 The study nevertheless reveals a large differentiation across 
the three organizations and that “conflict between the member states affects 
the choice of control over the secretariats of international organizations”.3

It is interesting to note that the study points to member state preferences 
and the extent to which member states succeed in agreeing. Students of in-
ternational institutional law would probably expect to see differences based 
on the type of the organization, its autonomy vis-à-vis its members or certain 
 decision-making rules. Yet, the case studies show something else: “With respect 
to institutional development, the data show tighter control over the un and 

2 Hylke Dijkstra, International Organizations and Military Affairs (Routledge, 2016) 203.
3 Ibid., 208.
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the eu than over nato”.4 Member states find it more difficult to delegate to the 
un and the eu than to nato. Delegation is seen in a broad sense, and would, 
for instance, also include the establishment of military headquarters. While 
the book provides all kinds of political reasons for this difference, it does not so 
much address the ‘nature’ of the different organizations. Lawyers would prob-
ably have a tendency to relate the differences to the more  intergovernmental 
set-up of nato and the supranational elements that can be found in both the 
un and the eu’s security regimes. A need for more control could then be re-
lated to the fact that in some organizations member states will have to organise 
this better as it does not come naturally. The book does not take the ‘nature’ 
of the organization as a factor and in fact aims to focus on certain bodies only.

Indeed, another feature of the book is that it seems to see secretariats almost 
as international organizations in their own right. ‘International secretariats’ 
seem to be separated from the organizations; they are not studied as ‘organs’ of 
those organizations, but as bodies with a distinct, autonomous, position. This 
may certainly allow for a good comparison between the different organiza-
tions (when one is ready to accept the eeas and the dkpo as secretariats), but 
it also ignores the fact that most organizations function on the basis of an ‘in-
stitutional balance’, in which tasks are not only divided over different organs, 
but are also interconnected. Is it really helpful to disregard the plenary organs 
with representatives of member states when the topic of the study is the con-
trol of those member states over international secretariats? Are so-called Ex-
ecutive Boards or Councils of international organisations also not to be seen as 
underlining the autonomous position of an international organization?5

The reason for the focus on secretariats may be found in the principal-agent 
approach taken by the book. Functions are ‘delegated’ to secretariats of inter-
national organizations and this results in the need for “control and oversight 
mechanisms that states use to reduce agency costs”.6 True as this may be, a case 
could be made for the idea that this is not limited to secretariats. Students of 
international institutional law would find it less difficult to argue that ‘agency 
costs’ (although they would phrase it in different terms) are also to be found in 
other organs of international organizations. In the eu, for instance, the deci-
sions on military issues are not taken by the eeas, but by the Council; which 
usually ‘delegates’ the day-to-day decision-making to the Political and Security 
Committee (again composed of member states representatives). In modern, 

4 Ibid., 209.
5 See R.A. Wessel, ‘Executive Boards and Councils’ in J. Cogan, I. Hurd, and I. Johnston (eds), 

Oxford Handbook of International Organizations (Oxford University Press, 2016).
6 Dijkstra, above n. 2, 12.
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complex international organizations, limiting the ‘bureaucracy’ element to 
secretariats may not do justice to the interaction between the different organs 
of an international organization. And, in relation to the eu in particular, it is 
more difficult to agree with the notion that secretariats (in this case the eeas) 
“are primarily agents of the member states”.7 The eeas not only deals with mili-
tary and security issues, but with all kinds of foreign policies. The issues are not 
only often connected (think about security and development), but we are also 
dealing with a complex mix of supranational and intergovernmental elements 
and an influence of the key eu institutions (the Commission, the Council, and 
the Parliament). In fact, if there is something that political science and inter-
national relations theory has taught us, it is that we should not underestimate 
the autonomous development of bureaucracies and the effects of procedures 
and habits on (also) states’ representatives in international organizations.

Again, all of this is said while reading the book through the lens of inter-
national institutional law. What is particularly helpful for lawyers is that the 
book provides empirical data on how things work in practice. In-depth stud-
ies of how member states control secretariats of international organizations 
are combined with concrete cases of military missions. The studies reveal the 
constant struggle of member states to allow organizations to do what they 
are created for and to prevent them from going against national preferences. 
This indeed sounds familiar and can be found in (the many) legal studies that 
take ‘functionalism’ as the starting point when studying international orga-
nizations. In that sense, many of the themes appear in the legal discourse, 
where—by the way—the focus on ‘functionalism’ has also been criticised as it 
may have blurred the idea that there is more about international  organizations 
than just their relation with member states.8 In a way, the case studies in the 
book under review here highlight the extensive influence of states on inter-
national organizations (“They often combine control mechanisms to keep 
secretariats on a short leash”).9 In that sense, it stands in stark contrast to a 
trend in  international institutional law to focus on international organiza-
tions as ‘autonomous’ actors, to study their separate international responsibil-
ity, their ‘law-making’ functions, and—in the case of the eu in particular—to 
view them as ‘global actors’ in their own right. It should not come as a surprise 
that these elements are absent in Dijkstra’s study. At the same time, a focus on 

7 Ibid., 5.
8 See for an extensive analysis of the role and deficiencies of functionalism: Jan Klabbers,  

‘The ejil Foreword: The Transformation of International Organizations Law’ (2015) 26(1)  
European Journal of International Law 9.

9 Dijkstra, above n. 2, 14.
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 elements  underlining the autonomous position many international organiza-
tions have in relation to other actors than their member states, might have put 
the influence of the latter in perspective.

Where legal studies can also contribute to the political science/interna-
tional relations debate is by helping to solve the issue of uncertainly, that in 
Dijkstra’s study is said to pay a substantial role in the delegation and design 
decisions of states: “Because states are not in a position to fully anticipate 
the consequences of their actions, they are reluctant actors, often foregoing 
the potential benefits from delegation to avoid any possible loss of control”.10 
 International institutional law does have something to offer in terms of the 
design of institutional rules and procedures to mitigate uncertainty.

Hylke Dijkstra’s book is a good read for those involved in the law of inter-
national organizations. Apart from the fact that it offers useful empirical data 
(something that we somehow never seem to need to build our conceptual 
 arguments…), it also offers a reality check in the sense that it reveals the con-
trol (attempts) of member states on what we would probably see as the most 
autonomous part of any international organizations, the secretariat (or bodies 
with similar functions). Yet, it remains difficult to bring findings like these into 
the legal debate. This journal tries that by occasionally reviewing not only legal 
studies, but also studies on international organizations from other disciplines. 
It seems a good idea to maintain doing that and perhaps even ‘institutionalise’ 
it into a policy.
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10 Ibid., 213.


